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Carol Ann Reed C I 2
Hsu, Zan-Shing (Ray) fJ s t (L
10/15101 1:42PM
Re: FOIAs - requesting records refering to Mock terrorism drill & security simulations

Attached is an e-mail I issued on Friday. FOIA requests for security information are being processed as
usual. For the staff this means that your provide your fee estimates and when appropriate the records as
usual. If during the course of your review, you believe under the current heightened security environment
the records contain information that warrant closer scrutiny, please list these records on a separate
appendix and provide a harm statement explaining the sensitivity of the information.

For information withholdable under Exemption 3, Unclassified Safeguards Information, indicate in the
margin of the record the section(s) of 10 CFR 73.21 under which the bracketed information falls.

L Carol Ann Reed
FOIAIPrivacy Act Officer

>>> Zan-Shing (Ray) Hsu 10/15/01 09:11AM >'> >~f l -
I've been assigned to work on two FOIAs related to above subject records @ STP from a reporter of

. El c\ KPRC-TV (due date is Oct 17 for this FOIA), and COOK & Palisades from an individual in Sevensville,
Michi (due date is Oct 23 for this FOIA.) You know the sensitivity of these records @ this time.

I've been told that you are the person in charge to make the new rule for releasing the information related
to the records of these types. Please provide me the new guidances relating to FOIA issues. If you need
to see the FOIA requesting letter or E-mail, I will bring them to you.

Thanks!

xn�g

Ray Hsu

CC: Landau, Mindy; Madison, Alan; Ordaz, Vonna; Pool, Mary Jean; Tharpe, Virginia
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